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Many of DOD’s AT standards—including programs to deter, detect, mitigate, and respond 
to and recover from terrorist attacks—stem directly from Khobar Tower lessons.

At approximately 9:55 p.m., the tanker truck exploded, 
laying waste to the entire northern face of Building 131 
and killing 19 US personnel. 

This was one of the most significant attacks against 
US forces since the bombing of the Marine Barracks in 
Beirut, Lebanon, in 1983. The Khobar Towers bombing, 
a watershed moment for the DOD AT community, 
helped facilitate the birth of modern DOD AT efforts. 
Indeed, many of the DOD’s AT standards—including 
comprehensive programs to deter, detect, mitigate, and 
respond to and recover from terrorist attacks—stem 
directly from Khobar Tower lessons.

This article examines the first three of these efforts—to 
deter, detect, and mitigate—and evaluates how 1996-era 
AT policies failed the residents of Building 131. 

 

On the evening of June 25, 1996, Air Force Security 
Police (SP) sentries stood watch on the roof of Building 
131 of the Khobar Towers apartment complex in the 
city of Khobar, on the eastern coast of Saudi Arabia. The 
complex contained living quarters for various coalition 
forces enforcing Operation Southern Watch, the no-fly 
zone over southern Iraq. Building 131 housed US Air 
Force personnel. At approximately 9:49 p.m., the SPs 
observed a tanker truck enter a parking lot outside the 
northern perimeter, approximately 80 feet from their 
building. The tanker truck parked near the fence, then 
two individuals jumped out of the truck, raced to a 
waiting car, and sped away in great haste. The SPs, who 
were immediately aware of the danger, left the roof and 
began notifying building residents by knocking on doors. 
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Army) guidance to implement security measures.5

These limiting factors did not manifest themselves 
so far as to present a “soft” target to terrorists—indeed, 
as we shall see, security was dramatically improved at 
Khobar Towers in the weeks preceding the bombing. 
Rather, these indications show that FP measures at this 
site were considerably strained and conditions were not 
optimal for mission success. 

Goal 2: Detect 
Deterrence may not always persuade a terrorist 

to seek “softer” targets. Thus, the ability of a unit to 
detect terrorist attacks before they happen is of utmost 
importance. This is primarily an intelligence function, 
that is, to sift and weigh information and paint a coherent 
picture of an environment for the commander. The 
assessment of intelligence capabilities in this particular 
area was bleak. 

First, the 90-day turnover of intelligence and 
counterintelligence personnel had an adverse impact 
on intelligence collection. Experienced hands from 
the region stated that it took at least a year to develop 
effective relationships with local authorities.6 

Second, the 4404th had little capability to conduct long-
term trend analysis of terrorist intentions and capabilities. 
This was not just a local failure—the Defense Intelligence 
Agency (DIA), for example, had 40 analysts assigned to 
“terrorism” at the time of Khobar Towers, but only seven 
of them were engaged to provide detailed assessments 
due to “other commitments.”7 

Third, it was difficult to get timely intelligence to units. 
In some cases commanders at the field level could not 
access the information because they did not have the 
secure means to access it and store it.8

Although intelligence did not provide an exact date, 

Goal 1: Deter 
Deterrence includes measures to intimidate or dissuade 

a would-be attacker from striking a particular target. 
In this instance it would include the presence of SPs, 
random security measures, and a variety of physical 
security safeguards (e.g., lights, alarms, barriers, fencing).

The Air Force unit at Khobar Towers, the 4404th Wing 
(Provisional), was less prepared than it should have 
been to counter the threat, especially with a 10 percent 
personnel turnover every week. While most personnel 
rotated through on 120-day tours, SP commanders, Air 
Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI) personnel, 
and Wing intelligence officers rotated every 90 days.2 
Additionally, as a result of personnel shortfalls, Security 
Police could not implement sufficient security measures 
to maintain Threat Condition CHARLIE, the second-
highest state of an installation’s security alert.3 As task 
force members noted in the Downing Report: 

At the small unit level, the Security Police do not 
have the opportunity to develop the teamwork 
critical to security operations in a high threat 
environment. They currently man observation 
posts and entry control points primarily as 
individuals, but do not have the time or manpower 
to develop the unit skills needed for patrolling, 
escort duties, or response to a penetration of the 
perimeter. The frequency of individual rotations 
into the Security Police Squadron means that the 
squadron always has a wide mix of experience 
and knowledge. It never stabilizes long enough 
to conduct training and develop unit cohesion.4

The task force also noted that there were no consistent, 
uniform FP practices in the region. In many instances, 
site commanders used their own personal experience 
and that of their staff or Service-specific (Navy, Air Force, 

Profile of Khobar Towers
Khobar Towers was on the eastern coast of Saudi Arabia, in 
the US Central Command (CENTCOM) area of operations, and 
was built by the Saudis in 1979. The living quarters were mainly 
high-rise apartments up to eight stories tall, with some office 
space and administrative facilities. The perimeter of the US, 
French, and British area was surrounded by a fence and a row of 
concrete Jersey barriers. Buildings 131 and 133, the buildings most 
severely damaged during the bombing, were eight-story apartment 
complexes facing the north perimeter. The parking lot outside the 
north perimeter was adjacent to a park and a small group of houses. 
The perimeter fence was a chain-link fence approximately 7–8 feet 
high, with three strands of barbed wire or one row of concertina 
along the top. Its fence was surrounded with Jersey barriers. There 
were no surveillance cameras, sensors, or alarms, and lighting was 
very limited.1

Building 131 and Parking Lot



Security measures here are outstanding, which 
in my view would lead a would-be terrorist to 
attempt an attack from a position outside the 
perimeter. ... If a truck parks close to the fence line, 
and the driver makes a quick getaway, I think the 
building should be cleared immediately.12 

This information was communicated to the command. 
The main problem, as Senator Arlen Specter related, was 
that “there was no failure of intelligence, but a failure to 
use intelligence.”13 

Goal 3: Mitigate
After deter and detect, we know that the unit must work 

to mitigate the threat. This requires a review of potential 
adversaries’ capabilities, a self-assessment of how 
terrorists might exploit security shortfalls, and a plan to 
close the gaps in vulnerabilities as necessary. In this third 
category—to mitigate—Khobar Towers’ security fell short. 

Lack	of	Clear	AT	Standards
The DOD had no physical security standards for fixed 

facilities, only suggested measures. Thus, commanders 
were “left to a subjective determination of what is safe or 
unsafe.” Amazingly, the Downing Report found that in 

time, place, and method of potential attack, there was a 
large volume of information pointing to terrorists having 
both the capability and intention to strike US assets in 
Saudi Arabia in general and Khobar Towers in particular. 
The Air Force Inspector General report on the bombing 
listed a series of suspicious surveillance incidents 90 days 
prior to the bombing, including the suspected ramming 
of a Jersey barrier on the east perimeter (the attack 
occurred on the north perimeter).9 

In the months leading up to the attack, an increasingly 
threatening operating environment emerged. In 
November 1995, terrorists detonated a 250-pound vehicle 
bomb adjacent to a government building in Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia, killing seven Americans who were there 
to train Saudi military personnel.10 Moreover, a local 
AFOSI agent briefed the Commander of the 4404th Wing, 
Brig Gen Terryl J. Schwalier, on the possibility of terror 
activity during and after the Haji (annual pilgrimage to 
Mecca), which took place from April 19 to May 17, 1996. 
This agent specifically mentioned the threat of a vehicle-
borne explosive device, but admonished the command 
that this specific “information is sensitive and cannot be 
released down the chain of command.”11 

On April 4, 1996, an AFOSI agent prophetically 
described the carnage to come in a memo to his home 
office: 

Ground Zero at Khobar Towers. (DOD image taken 6/26/96. Photographer unknown.)
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appropriately.20 However, the Secretary of Defense sided 
with the Downing Report, declaring that the Air Force 
reports did not “reflect a thorough, critical analysis of 
all of the facts and issues, nor, in many instances, do 
they arrive at conclusions fully supported by the facts.” 
Instead, he announced, “[Brig Gen] Schwalier’s actions 
with respect to force protection did not meet the standard 
required for a Major General.”21 

To get to the truth of this matter, let us explore the 
mitigation strategies employed at Khobar Towers. 
Officials from the 4404th toured Khobar Towers with 
Royal Saudi Military Police. A colonel from the 4404th 
asked the Saudis if the northern fenceline could be 
moved back “10 to 15 feet.” The Saudi liaison said he had 
to ask civilian officials for permission. This liaison later 
said he was never officially asked to move the fence.22 
This was a contentious issue because the truck bomb was 
later detonated at this precise location. 

The main criticism leveled at the 4404th after the 
bombing was not that they failed to provide protection 
but that they were protecting against the wrong threat. 
The Downing Report noted that the 4404th Wing 
(Provisional) had extensive FP measures in place but 
focused on a bomb threat penetrating the interior of 
Khobar Towers and thus did not take adequate measures 
against other viable threats, such as stand-off weapons or 
bombs, kidnappings, and so forth.23

The failure in this case was poor security planning. 
Today’s doctrine asks us to examine a wide range of 
possible means of attack and rate their probability of 
occurrence (based on terrorist presence, intentions, and 
capabilities) and the severity if such an attack did occur. 
The different attack means are thus ranked, with both 
probability and severity a factor. An installation can then 
initiate mitigation strategies based on the most likely 
threat (refer to DOD O-2000.12h). At Khobar Towers, 
the security planners had tunnel vision—they were 
envisioning another moving vehicle bomb reminiscent of 
the Marine Barracks in Beirut. The SP Commander, Lt Col 
James Traister, moved energetically to protect his forces 
from just this sort of attack. Indeed he was specifically 
asked by the general to look into what he would do to 
prevent a car bomb from entering the complex and he 
made this his primary focus.24

Specific security measures included (1) Jersey barriers 
against the fenceline to stop a vehicle from crashing 
through (which was exactly what happened in Beirut); (2) 
establishing a secondary entry control point beyond the 
first, existing one; (3) installing serpentine barriers before 
the first vehicle gate to force all vehicles to slow prior 
to entry; (4) multiple M-60 machine-guns in reinforced 
bunkers between the two checkpoints; and (5) two large 
trucks continuously manned, positioned behind the 
checkpoints to block potential gate-runners.25 It is safe 
to assume no truck could have run such a gauntlet and 
survived. 

many cases military commanders throughout CENTCOM 
did not know the DOD Antiterrorism Handbook 
(O-2000.12h) even existed.14 

Military units, at least those that were aware of the 
Handbook’s existence, were required to do a vulnerability 
assessment of their installation on a “regular” basis, but 
there was no established standard for frequency, format, 
or content.15 There was no process for formal, higher 
headquarters–level review of these assessments, if they 
were even conducted. 

Furthermore, there were no AT standards pertaining 
to design, material, or construction of new and existing 
buildings; building standoff requirements; or warning 
systems. The Downing Report noted that “expedient and 
even long-term upgrades to buildings to enhance force 
protection are often based solely on the experience of the 
construction engineer and the availability of funds.”16 
There were also no formal standards to mitigate the effect 

of an explosive blast, specifically regarding windows. In 
12 of the 19 deaths at Khobar Towers, flying glass played 
a significant factor.17 

Due to a lack of standards, the result was an uneven 
mix of solutions that varied considerably from one 
installation to the next, depending on the caliber of 
the security planners and the politics of the individual 
commands. Even worse, FP was given low priority for 
funding. After all, mitigation strategies cost money. 

The	Scapegoat
Given the breadth of deficiencies that contributed to 

this disaster, where should the blame lie? Should it have 
been with Brig Gen Schwalier of the 4404th, who was 
assigned much of the blame? Or perhaps with the DOD 
in general, for allowing forces to be forward deployed 
without adequate FP standards? It is not the intent of this 
paper to malign the general—who was denied a second 
star and retired the year after the bombing—but rather 
to examine the mitigation strategies that were employed 
and gauge their effectiveness given the DOD standards in 
1996. 

The Downing Report was extremely critical of Brig 
Gen Schwalier, stating “the Commander, 4404th Wing 
(Provisional) did not adequately protect his forces from 
a terrorist attack.”18 The Air Force, however, concluded 
Schwalier was not derelict in his duties in protecting 
his personnel.19 The Air Force inspector general 
likewise determined Schwalier performed his duties 

Today’s doctrine asks us to examine a wide 
range of possible means of attack and rate their 
probability of occurrence (based on terrorist 
presence, intentions, and capabilities) and the 
severity if such an attack did occur. 
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Khobar Towers would still be acceptable in the DOD 
today. However, once again, if the 4404th had credible, 
specific intelligence that indicated Khobar Towers was 
being targeted—and they did—why was nothing done? 

The Secretary of Defense and the Downing Report 
condemned Brig Gen Schwalier for assuming the 
explosive threat to Khobar Towers would be similar to 
the 220-pound vehicle bomb used in the earlier attack 
against the Office of the Program Manager–Saudi 
Arabian National Guard (OPM-SANG) in November 
1995. However, this would be an acceptable assumption 
in the DOD today, that is, to assume device size based on 
similar attacks in the region. 

Of particular concern were the Air Force Security 
Police. They had no specific training on the threats they 
were facing, and they did not conduct terrorism exercises. 
They also had no specific rules of engagement. Instead, 
they used general law enforcement doctrine on use of 
force. The SPs did not conduct weapons training, and 
their rifles were not zeroed or fired. Downing Report task 
force members even went so far as to say the SP weapons 
were “dirty and ill-maintained.”29 

Moreover, as noted earlier, the Security Police were 
insufficiently manned. Lt Col Traister never submitted 
a request for additional SPs in the 3 months he was in 
command. This may be the reason the 4404th did not go 
to Threat Condition CHARLIE in April 1996 when threats 
and intelligence reports escalated.30 

The Secretary of Defense and the Downing Report 
reserved their harshest criticism for the lack of evacuation 
exercises in Khobar Towers. The Secretary of Defense, 
in particular, lambasted the evacuation procedures 
as “primitive.” It is hard to disagree. Their procedure 
consisted of a complex-wide “Giant Voice” system, which 
was frequently inaudible, and people running down 
hallways banging on doors. In comparison, the British 

As indicators of increased surveillance and terrorist 
activity mounted, the Command formed FP committees 
at various levels to discuss mitigation strategies. 
However, there was no effort to coordinate or share these 
concerns or any overarching guidance to do so. Lt Col 
Traister jotted down this revealing observation: “There 
is a lack of follow-up on projects, the leadership are [sic] 
unaware of problems until too late.”26 

Brig Gen Schwalier was criticized for a variety of 
vulnerabilities that were not corrected. The January 1996 
vulnerability assessment identified the lack of window 
glazing as a concern and recommended Mylar film be 
applied to the windows. Schwalier made the decision 
to defer the Mylar based on a “variety” of factors, 
including cost, other security enhancements, and lack of 
a requirement for Mylar.27 This goes back to the lack of 
DOD physical security standards for buildings. However, 
it is difficult to reconcile why some specific mitigation 
strategy designed to cope with flying glass was not 
considered, especially if they had credible intelligence—
and they did—that they were facing an explosive vehicle 
threat. 

Much has been made about standoff for the northern 
fenceline, from whence the explosion came. There was 80 
feet between the fence and the northern face of Building 
131. The January 1996 vulnerability assessment contained 
a blast analysis by an Air Force Explosive Ordinance 
Disposal technician, in which he recommended a 300-
foot perimeter to mitigate a vehicle blast of 220 pounds 
of explosives. The Downing report related, “There is no 
evidence that any action was taken regarding this aspect 
of the assessment by the Commander.”28 Evidently, 
Brig Gen Schwalier was expected to have extended the 
fenceline.

Within the constraints of security classification 
guidelines, this author may safely state the standoff at 
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Figure 1: Khobar Towers Complex
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contingent billeted elsewhere in the complex practiced 
monthly.31 Additionally, no FP exercises had been 
conducted with local Saudi forces.32 

Despite the harsh criticism of Brig Gen Schwalier in the 
Downing Report, the former Consul General to Dhahran, 
David Winn, a 25-year DOS veteran of the Middle East 
and a frequent visitor to Khobar Towers, observed that 
Schwalier’s efforts “were so stringent, so draconian, so 
professional that I thought he almost had overreacted.” 
Winn also stated that the security measures at Khobar 
Towers were so impressive that Khobar Towers was “in 
a league by itself” in comparison to other facilities in the 
region.33 

Conclusion
The bottom line is this: The 4404th, and Brig Gen 

Schwalier in particular, were the victims of an inferior 
AT program that had no definitive standards and relied 
on practices that conferred an unacceptable degree of 
latitude to commanders to determine what security risks 
to accept. In short, Schwalier was set up for failure. The 
Khobar Towers tragedy was merely the opening salvo of 

a new type of terrorism that the post-9/11 world knows 
all too well. Schwalier was not guilty, as the Downing 
Report claimed, but he was responsible. 

After Khobar Towers, everything changed in the DOD 
AT world. We have established physical standards for 
fixed installations; dedicated terrorist threat assessments 
for installations or forward-deployed areas; DOD-wide 
anti¬terrorism building standards for construction, 
standoff, and so forth; and regular FP exercises held at 
military installations around the world annually. The 
DOD AT program is robust, effective, and growing 
stronger each day. It took the deaths of 19 Airmen for this 
to happen.

Each new tragedy brings more recriminations, more 
lessons learned reports, and more “what-if” scenarios. 
Wherever the fault lies, students of history have the 
luxury of sitting in their armchairs, reading critiques of 
the commander’s decisions, and passing judgment on 
patriotic men and women who did what they thought 
best at the time. We should not forget that. 
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